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e’ve long been fans of oversized footpegs. The
additional control they give your bike, and the
increased comfort while standing, make their design a
no-brainer for any serious rider.

Measuring an massive 4.25" long by 2.5" wide, our
Platform-Style Adventure Footpegs provide an
extremely stable base from which to control your bike—
even over
the gnarliest
terrains. Their
rugged design
is cut from
aircraft-grade
aluminum, and
like cat claws
on a carpet,
precision cut
traction cleats provide a grip that’ll hold you on the pegs.
They’re extremely lightweight, too, at only 8 oz. each.
To make assembly a breeze, an ingenious installation
pin is included with each set of footpegs. If you’ve ever
fought the return spring while installing footpegs, you’ll
know why this tool is worth its weight in GOLD!

And just for fun, a handy BOTTLE OPENER is built into
each peg for convenient access to your favorite cold
beverage after a long day’s ride.

BDCW’s Platform-Style Adventure Footpegs
are available for these bikes:
• BMW R1200GS Adventure (all years).
• BMW R1150GS, R1200GS (all years), F800GS,
F650GS twin. (Does NOT fit the F650GS/G650GS
single without modifications.)
• Triumph Explorer 1200.
• KTM 990 Adventure.
• KTM 950 Adventure.
• KTM 950 Super Enduro.
• All KTM two-stroke and four stroke dirt bikes after
1998 including 125 thru 530 and possibly other
models as well. (Does not fit 625/640/690 models.)

Black Dog Cycle Works, Inc. is not affiliated with Black Dog Custom Cycle Mfg., LLC. Copyright © 2013. All Rights Reserved. All other brand names mentioned in this piece are the properties of their respective owners.

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

BDCW’s upgrade: Platform-Style
Adventure Footpegs for BMW GS
models, KTM enduros, and the
Triumph Explorer 1200.
(Like having power-steering for your
bike—giving you a lot more control!)

Black Dog Cycle Works Inc., is not afilliated with BMW, KTM, Triumph Motorcycles or Black Dog Custom Cycle Mfg., LLC.

Stock BMW R1200GS Adventure footpeg

Stock BMW R1200GS footpeg

Stock BMW F800GS Adventure footpeg

For more information please contact:

www.BlackDogCW.com • (208) 263-4400
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

Black Dog: Adventure

Black Dog: Adventure KTM Footpegs
by Ron Lieback | January 11, 2012 | Ultimate MotorCycling
Black Dog Cycle Works (BDCW) has released a

new line of an all aircraft alloy footpegs for all
KTM Adventure and dirt motorcycles.
Kurt Forgét (BDCW partner) says: “From our
experiences, we recognized that having
an enlarged footpeg provides the rider with
greater control of the bike. It’s like adding
power steering to the motorcycle.
“The Adventure Footpegs are designed to
provide the rider with greater foot comfort, bike
control and made from an aircraft alloy to be
ruggedly durable. And we didn’t stop there, we
even designed in a built-in bottle opener to the
bottom of each footpeg, so the rider can carry
one less item and always have easy access to
refreshments at the end of the day.”
BDCW, the industry leading manufacturer in
KTM and BMW rugged skid plates and other
hard parts, has taken from their experiences,
as well as other contributing riders/racers, to
develop this new enlarged Adventure Footpeg,
which weighs in at only 8 oz. each.
The footpegs, manufactured in the U.S.A.,

measure a large 2.5" wide by 4.25" long.
The traction cleats are designed to provide
that optimum balance between best grip for
secured footing and comfort.
The footpegs are designed to fit all KTM offroad motorcycles, including all Adventure
models. For bike control and rider comfort,
especially in long stand-up positions, the BDCW
Adventure Footpegs cannot be beat.
They are also the only footpeg in the world
with a bottle opener designed right in. BDCW
Adventure Footpegs are available in a natural
machine finish for $199 per set. Anodized
versions expected to be released later.
BDCW also has in production Adventure
Footpegs for the BMW R1200GS/GSA,
F800GS, F650GS and G650GS, which
are expected to be available for ordering in
February 2012.*
The BDCW Adventure Footpegs are available
through Black Dog Cycle Works at BlackDogCW.
com or by calling (208) 263-0438.
*Now available!

Black Dog Cycle Works

Adventure
Footpegs

What the off-road
and adventure riding
communities are saying:
“These are fabulous footpegs. The
incremental size increase and the grip of
the peg makes for a very comfortable and
responsive addition. And made in the U.S.A.
Looks great on a German bike. Tough!!”
—HD Steve (ADV Rider blog)

Thrashed | Ridden and Rated
Motorcyclist | December 2012

Finally floorboards for adventure bikes! Not
really, but that was my first thought after
installing the BDCW Adventure Footpegs
on our BMW F800GS test bike. The stock
pegs on the BMW F800GS measure
1-5/8 inches by 3 inches (41mm/77mm).
Respectable for a stock set of pegs, but if
you stand for even a modest period of time
riding in light-soled crossover boots like
the Sidi Adventures, you will find your feet
getting fatigued very quickly. In the spirit
of all products produced by Black Dog Cycle Works (which seems to
go by the credo, “Anything worth building is worth over-building”)
these footpegs are no exception. The “Made in the U.S.A.” BDCW
Adventure Footpegs are milled from a single stock of aluminum
with the cleated area measuring at an impressive 2-3/8 inches
by 4-1/2 inches
(61mm/114mm).
çBDCW
These things are
HUGE, but wow, do
êStock
they work awesome.
The edges are cleated
with a medieval castle
pattern that gives great
grip in the mud, and
after two months of
use they have not left
any excessive wear
marks on the soles
of my boots. And, for
those that like multifunctional equipment,
each footpeg even has
a bottle opener milled
into the bottom. How’s
that for bragging rights around the campfire?! No question, these
babies are two thumbs up!!—BT

“Your footpegs are awesome. Your pics on
the website don’t do them justice. Attached
a pic that should be included.”
—Evan Hill
“I just installed your footpegs. You are
awesome. WOW, really nice pegs. Great
satisfaction, my bike has most of your
accessories.”
—Jose “Pepe” Trueba
“The new pegs work well with my short
legs—allows me to gain better position
while standing up, and a big plus was the
right foot is able to move out on the peg
from the exhaust just enough to get some
much needed air that area. Keep up the
good work.”
—Scott Moulden
“Just installed my BDCW footpegs. I don’t
know exactly what I was expecting, but
these pegs are Really Great! Better than I
imagined! Easy install on my F800GS (10
minutes with distractions, like—trying out
the bottle opener).”
—Fractalsource (ADV Rider blog)

Prices
Introductory $219 (reg. $239)
Fits these motorcycles:
•

Specifications & Benefits:
• Enlarged size greatly improves control of bike—
like adding power steering!
• Greater comfort when standing. Like adding
power steering to your bike!
• 2.5" wide x 4.25" long!
• Weighs only 8 oz. each!
• Traction cleats around perimeter of peg.
• Tough aircraft-grade aluminum alloy.
• Machine finished.
• Built-in bottle opener on each peg.
• BMW and Triumph kits include new springs,
bushings and cotter pins.
• KTM kits include cotter pins.
• All kits include a special installation tool to make
the job easy.

•

BMW R1150GS, R1200GS (all years),
F800GS, F650GS twin. Note: Does NOT
fit the F650GS/G650GS single, without
modifications.
Triumph Explorer 1200.

Introductory $199 (reg. $219)
Fits these motorcycles:
•

BMW R1200GS Adventure (all years).

Introductory $199 (reg. $219)
Fits these motorcycles:
•
•
•
•

KTM 990 Adventure.
KTM 950 Adventure.
KTM 950 Super Enduro.
All KTM two-stroke and four stroke dirt
bikes after 1998 including125 thru 530
and possibly other models as well. Note:
Does NOT fit the 625/640/690 models.
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To see how easy it is to install BDCW’s Platform-Style
Adventure Footpegs, watch this video:
http://youtu.be/Nmvxg2tPNis

Black Dog Cycle Works
KTM Footpegs
by Bill Brennan

Black Dog Cycle Works proudly designs,

Black Dog Cycle Work’s KTM footpegs are a winner. I
knew just after purchasing my KTM 990R that I was going to have to replace the footpegs because they were
too darn small. The light and tough BDCW footpegs
are made of aircraft aluminum and installation was a
snap. Within ten minutes the Black Dog footpegs were
mounted and ready for testing using nothing more than
a pair of pliers.
The foot print measures 2.5" wide x 4.25" long which
I found to be ample real estate for my size 13 boots and
a large improvement over the stock footpegs. Cueing
the bike by applying pressure to these beauties really
enhanced handling on single track, high-speed sand
whoops and on extended highway jaunts. The large
surface area covered with traction cleats offers a secure
feeling while standing, especially in technical sections. Traction was excellent against my smooth sole
adventure boots.
While hanging out after a full day of riding, almost
everyone commented on how these new units look—
nothing like a little understated bling on an adventure
bike. The built-in bottle opener located on the bottom side
of the footpegs made for a nice conversation piece and
came in handy for a few riders who were opening their
favorite bottled beverages before discussing the day’s ride.
If you have a KTM adventure bike and can’t quite get
comfortable on the machine because the stock footpegs
are too small then consider the Black Dog Cycle Works
offering. blackdogcw.com

tests and manufactures all of its own products
right here in the U.S.A. We do this because
we’re continually
impressed by high
level of American
craftsmanship, and
because we want
to support our local
Libby, C.E.O.
economy.

PROS

CONS

Large surface area that
offers great grip

No anodized
color options

Bottle opener built
into the underside of
the footpeg

No height
adjustment
offered by some
competitors

Competitive price

AdventureMotorcycle.com
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All of our own products
are rigorously tested
BEFORE they’re
released. Our
innovative and rugged
designs are used
Martha Forgét
throughout the world—
a fact that we’re very proud of. We make no
pretense that we’re
the cheapest, but, you
can be sure that BDCW
products are the best
made, and that we
stand behind them.
Kurt Forgét
And, another thing
you can count on with our products—they’re
designed to help get you home!

For more information call (208) 263-0438, www.BlackDogCW.com or email us at Info@BlackDogCW.com.

